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Abstract: We show that in a confining hidden valley model where the lightest hidden
particles are dark hadrons that have mass splittings larger than O(0.1) GeV, if the lightest
dark hadron is either stable or decays into Standard Model (SM) hadrons/charged leptons during the big-bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), at least one of the heavier dark hadrons
needs to decay into SM particles within O(10) nanosec. Once being produced at collider
experiments, this heavier dark hadron is likely to decay within O(1) meter distance, which
strengthens the motivation of searching for long-lived particles with sub-meter scale decay
lengths at colliders. To illustrate the idea, we study the lifetime constraint in scenarios
where the lightest dark particle is a pseudo-scalar meson, and dark hadrons couple to SM
particles either through kinetic mixing between the SM and dark photons or by mixing
between the SM and dark Higgs. We study the annihilation and decay of dark hadrons in
a thermal bath and calculate upper bounds on the lightest vector meson (scalar hadron)
lifetime in the kinetic mixing (Higgs portal) scenario. We discuss the application of these
lifetime constraints in long-lived particle searches that use the LHCb VELO or the ATLAS/CMS inner detectors.
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1

Introduction

A Confining Hidden Valley (CHV) containing dark hadrons which weakly couple to SM
particles appears in many beyond the SM scenarios. Such CHV models have been used to
solve the Higgs hierarchy problem [1–6], strong CP problem [7, 8], and address astrophysical
and cosmological anomalies [9–13]. Neutral hadrons in a CHV sector which are not stabilized by a symmetry can slowly decay into SM particles. The resulting long-lived particle
(LLP) signatures have motivated active research programs aiming to improve searches in
the existing detectors [14–21] and to propose new experiments [22–26]. Existing searches
from the LHCb, ATLAS, and CMS collaborations have already set useful constrains on
dark hadron production, see e.g. [27] for a review of the previous searches, and [28–31] for
some recent results.
The efficiency of LLP search depends on the size of the particle detector relative to
the LLP decay length. Due to the small coupling between the hidden and SM sectors, the
possible range of dark hadron decay lengths can range from O(10−6 −108 ) meters. Such and
even slower decays in the early universe can cause reheating and violate bounds from the
Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) physics [32,
33]. However, the 108 meter decay length is still way bigger than the particle detector in any
collider experiment. If most CHV scenarios prefer such long hadron lifetimes, the efficiency
of CHV searches is greatly suppressed by the tiny decay probability inside the detector.
Larger detector such as MATHUSLA [34, 35] which can probe LLPs with decay lengths
close to the BBN time scale has been proposed. Nevertheless, smaller existing detectors,
such as the LHCb VELO (Vertex Locator) and the inner detectors of the ATLAS/CMS
experiments have provided excellent reconstruction of displaced decays with O(10) cm
decay lengths. It is therefore important to identify the type of CHV scenarios that satisfy
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3 Upper bounds on the dark hadron lifetime
3.1 Photon portal scenario
3.2 Higgs portal scenario

the cosmological constraints and have well-motivated dark hadron decay lengths within
these detectors.

The main motivation for the cosmological lifetime bound is the following. Since ηd is
the lightest hadron with thermal abundance, it needs to decay into SM particles before
∼ 1 sec in order to avoid disturbing the BBN process. However, since the pseudo-scalar
meson either has  1 sec lifetime through the decay via off-shell dark photons, or remains
stable in the Higgs portal scenario, its relic density prior to 1 sec needs to be much lower
than the thermal abundance. Without invoking extra decay channels, the ηd abundance
e 0++ ). The
can only be suppressed by first annihilating ηd into heavier mesons (ωd , χd , G
latter mesons then decay sufficiently quickly via the single photon or Higgs mediation to
suppress the ηd abundance before causing cosmological problems1 (figure 1 right).
The conversion of ηd into heavier mesons can happen only as long as the hidden sector
temperature is larger than or comparable with the dark hadron mass splitting of O(GeV)
e 0 ) conversion. Specifically, the conversion
so as to allow fast ηd ηd → 2X (X = ωd , χd , G
should last approximately the Hubble time scale ∼ 10−6 sec, and the decay of the Xhadron should be faster than that. Furthermore, the BBN constraints require that the
co-moving number of the surviving ηd before it decays into SM hadrons/leptons satisfy
Yηd . 10−9 [32]. The rate of decay of the slightly heavier dark mesons ΓX should therefore
satisfy Yηd ∼ YX ∼ exp[−ΓX /HGeV ] . 10−9 , which is cτX . 10 meter.
While the relation between Yηd and YX is more complicated than what we assume in
this simple estimate, the main idea and results hold in the careful study below. The idea of
setting a detector size upper bound on the LLP lifetime has been discussed in [38] to limit
the parameter space for the twin upsilon search in the Fraternal Twin Higgs model [3]. A
similar thermal history of dark hadrons is also studied in [39, 40]. In this work, we perform
1

Since we focus on dark hadrons above GeV scale, the 3 → 2 annihilation process is not efficient enough
to suppress ηd abundance as in the strongly interacting massive particle (SIMP) scenario [10].
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In this work, we focus on dark sectors that have O(1−10) GeV dark hadrons made of
rather heavy fermionic dark quarks, and the dark confinement scale (Λ d ) is lower than the
dark quark mass but higher than 15% of the light dark meson mass. The lightest dark
meson is a pseudo-scalar bound state (ηd ), and the dark vector meson (ωd ) and scalar
meson (χd ) are heavier mesons in the triplet hyperfine and p-wave states [36]. From the
e 0++ has mass ≈ 7Λd [37]. The choice of dark
lattice calculation, the lightest glueball G
confinement scale makes the lightest glueball heavier than ηd , so ηd ’s do not annihilate into
glueballs. We consider two types of CHV scenarios in which dark particles only couple to
the SM sector either through a heavy dark photon or Higgs portal coupling (figure 1 left).
e 0++ has to have a proper decay length
As we show, in these scenarios, either ωd , χd , or G
. 10 meter in order to satisfy the BBN and dark matter (DM) density constraints. We
apply this lifetime constraint to collider searches of the exotic Z or Higgs boson decay into
LLPs and show that the LHCb VELO and the inner detector of ATLAS/CMS have good
volume coverage of the displaced dark hadron decays. Moreover, the same cosmological
constraints set lower bounds on the SM-dark sector coupling, which is complementary to
collider searches.

Conﬁning
Hidden Valley
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slow decay or stable
bound by BBN or DM density
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Figure 1. Left: the CHV scenarios studied in this work. The hidden sector couples to the SM
sector either through the photon mixing or the Higgs portal coupling. The pseudo-scalar meson
ηd is the lightest particle in the dark confining phase. The lightest vector meson ωd , the lightest
e 0++ play important roles in determining the dark hadron
scalar meson χd , and the dark glueball G
relic abundance. Right: the process that reduces the ηd energy. ηd annihilates into heavier hadrons
when the hidden sector temperature is comparable to the hadron mass splitting, and ωd (χd or
e 0++ ) decay quickly into SM particles through the photon (Higgs) portal coupling comparing to
G
the Hubble time scale while the ηd conversion is allowed. The remaining ηd either decays into
SM during the BBN/CMB time (photon mixing scenario), or becomes stable DM (Higgs portal
scenario). The cosmological constraints on the ηd abundance set upper bounds on the lifetime of
e 0++ .
ωd , χd , or G

more detailed study of the CHV models with more general assumptions of the dark hadron
interaction and focus on the application of lifetime constraints to the LLP searches. 2
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the Boltzmann
equations that describe the evolution of dark hadron abundance. We provide analytical
estimate of the hadron abundance, and the result works for a more general setup of CHV
scenarios described above. In section 3, we apply the relic abundance study to the photon
mixing and Higgs portal scenarios. We show constraints on hidden hadron lifetimes in
both scenarios. In section 4, we compare the lifetime time constraint to the size of LHCb
VELO and ATLAS/CMS trackers, assuming dark hadrons are produced at these colliders
through the exotic Z or Higgs decay. Our conclusions are in section 5.

2

See also [41, 42] and [43] for the detector-size lifetime constraints on LLPs in the WIMP baryogenesis
and inelastic DM scenarios.
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mass

other hadrons

2

Evolution of the hidden hadron density

Here Yl,h = nl,h /s is the comoving number of dark hadrons, and s is the entropy density with
its value determined by the SM temperature T . We define a dimensionless temperature
variable x ≡ mh /T and assume the heavier hadron φh has a thermal averaged decay
rate [44] into SM particles


mh
K1 (x)
hΓφh →SM i|T̂ , T = Γφh →SM
= Γφh →SM
,
(2.3)
Eh T̂ , T
K2 (x) x= mT̂h , mTh
where T̂ is the dark hadron temperature, and the thermally averaged dilation factor is
given by the ratio of the modified Bessel functions K1,2 . Since we consider scenarios in
which the time scale of the φl freeze-out is much shorter than the φl lifetime, we neglect
the φl decay in the Boltzmann equations.
In the dark sector, φl,h mesons are in chemical equilibrium due to the strong dark QCD
interactions. The different average conversion cross sections, hσ−2h vi for φh φh → φl φl ,
hσ+2h vi for φl φl → φh φh , hσ−h vi for φh φl → φl φl , and hσ+h vi for φl φl → φl φh , relate to
each other in thermal bath3 following (∆m ≡ mh − ml )
(Yheq )2
− 2∆m
T̂ ,
eq 2 hσ−2h vi ' hσ−2h vi e
(Yl )
∆m
Y eq Y eq
hσ+h vi = l eq h2 hσ−h vi ' hσ−h vi e− T̂ .
(Yl )

hσ+2h vi =

(2.4)

We numerically check the inclusion of other conversion processes such as φh φl → φh φh and
find them giving negligible corrections to the Yl evolution due to the smaller φh density
in the initial state. Dark sector temperature T̂ follows SM temperature T mainly via the
decay and inverse-decay of φh ↔ SM process until it decouples, and we calculate T̂ by
solving [46, 47]
d T̂
2 dE T̂ − T
= −2aH T̂ +
,
(2.5)
dt
3 dt T̂
where t is the physical time. The temperature evolution basically follows
(
T
(T ≥ Tdec )
(2.6)
T̂ =
T2
(T < Tdec )
Tdec
3

The exponential suppression comes from a similar origin as in the forbidden DM [45] model.
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We first considering a CHV scenario where the lightest dark hadron φl and a heavier hadron
φh have their comoving numbers evolve through the Boltzmann equations

dYh
−1 ds
=
hσ+2h vi Yl2 − hσ−2h vi Yh2 − hσ−h vi Yh Yl + hσ+h vi Yl2
(2.1)
dx
3H(x) dx

hΓφh →SM iT̂
hΓφh →SM iT eq
−
Yh +
Yh (T ) ,
s
s


dYl
−1 ds
=
hσ−2h vi Yh2 − hσ+2h vi Yl2 + hσ−h vi Yh Yl − hσ+h vi Yl2 .
(2.2)
dx
3H(x) dx

for Tdec  mh,l , and the Tdec at the kinetic decoupling between the SM and dark sectors
can be estimated by solving
T −1

dE
dt

T =Tdec

= H(Tdec ).

(2.7)

In scenarios with a Higgs portal coupling, dark hadron and SM fermions can scatter elastically via the Higgs exchange. This introduces additional energy transfer between the two
sectors [48]
dE
ml T 5
' yqd yb 3 4 e−(mb +ml )/T .
dt qd (p1 )f (k1 )→qd (p2 )f (k2 )
8π mh

(2.9)

Depending on the hadron mass and dark yukawa coupling, this energy transfer rate can
be comparable to eq. (2.8). However, since eq. (2.9) depends on the assumptions of dark
yukawa coupling, and the same Boltzmann suppression makes the Tdec from eq. (2.9) to
be similar to eq. (2.8), we will only include eq. (2.8) from the φh decay-inverse decay when
solving the temperature evolution in eq. (2.5).
Before solving eqs. (2.1), (2.2) numerically, let us first seek some analytical understanding of the freeze-out temperature TFO and the relic abundance Yl from the conversion/decay
process. Since the freeze out process relies on the φh decay, we focus on the temperature
scale when Γh  H. In this case, the decay terms in eq. (2.1) keeps the comoving number
density Yh to thermal distribution4
 m 
h
Yh ≈ Yheq (T ) ≈ exp −
.
(2.10)
T
Near the freeze out time, eq. (2.2) can be approximated as
 −1


 
m
Yl
dYl
T 3 hσ−h vi − mh
− ∆m − Th
T̂
∼
e T 1−e
Yl .
x
dx
H(x)

(2.11)

Here we neglect the sub-leading contribution from the hσ±2h vi terms that carry either an
additional e−

mh
T

or e−

∆m
T̂

suppression.

4

Even though the energy transfer from eq. (2.8) is too small to keep the whole φh,l sector in kinetic equilibrium with the SM, the exponentially suppressed inverse decay can still keep the exponentially suppressed
Yh number before TFO .
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Since the φl abundance is determined by the decoupling of the +(2)h conversion process,
the surviving Yl is very sensitive to the T̂ evolution. Yl freezes out quickly after T < Tdec .
The energy transfer rate between the SM and dark sector can come from the decayinverse decay process φh ↔ SM, and the rate is written as
Z
dE
|M|2
= dΩk1 dΩk2 dΩp fk1 fk2
(Ek1 + Ek2 )(2π)4 δ 4 (k1 + k2 + p),
dt `(k1 )`(k2 )→φh (p)
4Ek1 Ek2
ZZ 3
d k 2
' (2π)−2
f 2Ek (16π mh Γφh )δ(Ek − mh /2),
2Ek k
4
' Γφh mh e−mh /T .
(2.8)
π

Yl freezes out when its temperature evolution is close to the thermal distribution

Yl, FO ≈ exp

∆m

mh
−
T
T̂




≈ exp

∆m Tdec mh
−
T2
T


,

(2.12)

where Tdec can be estimated by solving eq. (2.7). As Yl drops when the temperature is
getting close to TFO , its value is asymptotically close to eq. (2.12). Since Yl freezes out
when having vanishing derivative in x = mh /T , we can estimate xFO by solving
(2.13)

This gives xFO ≈ m2h /(2∆m Tdec ). However, since the pre-factor in front of the square
bracket in eq. (2.11) can be smaller than 1 depending on the parameter choice, freezeout can happen at a slightly smaller xFO than this rough estimate. For the dark hadron
parameters studied in this work, numerical solution gives xFO = (1 − c) m2h /(2∆m Tdec )
with 0 ≤ c . 0.7. The relic abundance of Yl before φl decays can be estimated using
eq. (2.12)
 


m2h
1 − c2
Yl,FO = exp −
.
(2.14)
4
∆m Tdec
We should emphasize again the expression is derived by assuming mh,l  Tdec and Γh  H.
The result shows that φl gets a larger relic density either if the fractional mass gap
(∆m/mh ) is larger, or the decoupling temperature Tdec is higher. The lower Tdec corresponds to a larger Γh in the energy transfer rate eq. (2.8), and the upper bound on Yl,FO
from cosmological constraints sets a lower bound on Γh .
In figure 2, we show four examples of the Yl,h evolution under two assumptions of dark
hadron mass and cτφh . From the numerical results, we check that before φl freezes out,
the analytical estimates in eqs. (2.10), (2.12) match very well with the numerical results.
As expected, a longer cτ (h) introduces a higher Tdec . A larger mass gap ratio (∆m/mh )
makes the freeze out happen at a smaller x and leads to a larger Yl,FO .
When solving the Boltzmann eqs. (2.1), (2.2), the size of dark hadron conversion
depends on details of the dark QCD coupling. However, since the relic φl abundance is
mainly determined by (∆m/mh ) and Tdec , and Tdec is insensitive to the hadronic cross
sections, the final Yl is quite insensitive to the hσ±h vi value. This is not true, however, if
the inverse decay of φh is highly efficient to keep the SM-dark sector thermal equilibrium
down to a very low temperature. The thermal equilibrium makes dark sector warmer and
allows φl to keep converting into φh until its number density times hσ±(2)h vi is smaller than
Hubble. In this case Yl is more sensitive to hσ±h vi. In figure 3, we show two examples of the
Yl contours with different dark hadron masses. When cτφh  1 cm, the relic Yl becomes
sensitive to the ratio between hσ±h vi and Λ−2
d . Since we are interested in cosmological
bounds relating to cτφh & 1 cm, the result is less sensitive to the hadronic cross sections.
We therefore choose hσ±(2)h vi = Λ−2
d to reduce the number of parameters in the rest of
the analysis.
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d log Yl,FO
d log Yl
2 ∆m Tdec
≈
≈
xFO − 1 = 0.
dx
dx
m2h
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Figure 2. Evolution of Yl,h in x ≡ mh /TSM for different dark hadron masses and φh lifetimes. The
blue and red curves stand for Yl and Yh separately. The vertical lines at smaller x values show the
temperature of thermal decoupling between the hidden and SM sectors. The vertical lines at larger
x values show the temperature of ηd freeze out. We assume Yh = Yl for the initial condition.
Ld = 2, m l = 10, m h = 10.5 GeV
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Figure 3. The result of Yl for different hσ±h viΛ2d assumptions. For the lifetime bound we are
interested in, cτφh & 1 cm, and the result is insensitive to hσ±h viΛ2d .
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Upper bounds on the dark hadron lifetime

3.1

Photon portal scenario

We consider the lightest dark hadron to be a pseudo-scalar meson (ηd = φl ), and the
heavier hadron to be a vector meson (ωd = φh ). To simplify the assumption of dark
hadron spectrum, we consider heavy quark scenarios where dark quarks are heavier than
the confinement scale, mqd > Λd . In this case, ηd is the lightest meson, and ωd is the
heavier meson state in the triplet hyperfine state with a mass splitting to be some order
one fraction of Λd [36]. We only consider scenarios with Λd > 17 mωd , so ωd ’s cannot
annihilate into scalar glueballs [37]. When having different assumptions of hadron masses,
one can follow the same analysis in this work to obtain different lifetime constraints.
We assume the only coupling between the SM and dark particles comes from a kinetic
mixing between a dark photon Zd and the SM U(1)Y gauge field
LDark ⊃ q̄d

m2Zd


/
/
i∂ + gd Z d qd +
Zd,µ Zdµ + Bµν Fdµν .
2
2

(3.1)

In this work, we consider scenarios that have above GeV-scale dark hadron mass and dark
photon mass mZd > 2mηd . In this case, the pseudo-scalar cannot simply decay into a pair
of dark photons before the BBN, and the ηd abundance is set both by the ηd -ωd conversion
and the ωd decay. The heavier dark photon assumption is also motivated by the stronger
collider and astrophysical constraints on dark photons below GeV-scale.
Since the pseudo-scalar ηd cannot decay into SM particles through a single gauge
boson,5 ηd only decays either into four SM fermions via two off-shell Zd ’s, or into two SM
5

The inner product between the derivative coupling of the pseudo-scalar and the kinetic mixing operator
∼ (p2 g µν − pµ pν ) vanishes [49].
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If φl later decays into SM hadrons or charged leptons, the BBN and CMB constraints
set an upper bounds on Yl,FO right before the decay. In this work, we adapt the BBN
bound in figure 11 of ref. [32] when setting the Yl,FO constraint. The BBN bound requires
ml Yl,FO . 10−9 GeV for τφl > 1 (100) sec if φl decays into SM hadrons (charged leptons).
As discussed below eq. (2.14), these upper bounds on Yl,FO set upper bounds on Tdec , which
correspond to minimum decay rates of φh . When calculating the cτφh bounds, however,
we solve the Boltzmann eqs. (2.1), (2.2) numerically instead of using the approximate form
in eq. (2.14).
To illustrate the idea, we discuss two benchmark scenarios of the confining hidden
valley in the following sub-sections. We first consider a dark sector that couples to the SM
sector through a kinetic mixing between the dark photon and the SM hypercharge gauge
field. In this scenario, a pseudo-scalar meson (ηd ) is the lightest dark particle, and the
BBN constraint sets an upper bound on the lifetime of the lightest vector meson (ωd ). For
the second scenario, we consider the two sectors couple with each other through a Higgs
portal coupling, and the CP-symmetry is unbroken in the hidden sector. The pseudoscalar meson (ηd ) is still the lightest dark particle, and the constraint on DM density sets
e 0++ ).
a lifetime bound on the lightest scalar meson (χd ) or the lightest scalar glueball (G

The expression is derived using the quirky bound state physics [51].
We consider the following conversions and decay
± 2h : ηd ηd ↔ ωd ωd ,

±h : ηd ηd ↔ ηd ωd ,

ωd → f f¯ in SM.

(3.4)

The coupling between dark and SM sectors comes from the decay-inverse decay of ωd . The
±h process requires the presence of more than one dark quark flavor, so the three ηd ’s
in the conversion need to carry different dark charges. When solving the relic abundance
of pseudo-scalar mesons, since the different ηd ’s are in chemical equilibrium, we simply
consider the φl density in the Boltzmann equations to be the sum of different ηd densities.
If the neutral ηd later decays into SM particles, the number of charged ηd ’s also drops
from annihilating into the neutral state. We did a numerical study by only keeping the
±2h process in the equations for the single qd -flavor scenario, and the resulting lifetime
constraint changes mildly. Since ωd has three spin degrees of freedom, we take Yωd = 3Yηd
as the initial condition at high temperature.
Once obtaining the relic abundance of ηd , we use it to set upper bounds on cτωd from
the BBN constraint. In figure 4, we show the lifetime constraints in two mηd values (upper
and lower plots) and two mωd over mηd ratios (left and right plots). The ωd and ηd lifetimes
are shown as the blue and dashed-gray curves. The BBN constraints on mηd Yηd depends
on ηd lifetimes, and the size of Yηd before the decay is determined by cτωd (blue lines). The
Ωηd = ΩDM line (dashed-purple) is parallel to the blue lines and corresponds to a smaller
cτωd in the right plots comparing to the left plots. This shows how the earlier termination
of the +(2)h process due to a larger (mωd /mηd ) ratio requires a faster ωd decay to obtain
the same ηd abundance. The same behavior happens for the BBN bounds, where the pink
and yellow shaded region corresponds to smaller cτωd in the right plots.
The BBN constraint requires Ωηd /ΩDM . 10−4 if ηd decays in the early universe
between 106 − 1023 sec, and Ωηd /ΩDM . 1 if ηd decays between 1 − 100 sec. This is why
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fermions through a loop level process. The corresponding decay rates can be estimated
as [50]


 


 
 
9αd2 m3ηd α 2 mηd 4 2
9αd2 m3ηd α 2 mf 2 mηd 2 2
Γηd →4f ≈

, Γηd →f f¯ ≈

,
8π 3 fη2d 2π
2mZd
8π 3 fη2d 2π
mηd
mZd
(3.2)
and we take the decay constant fηd = Λd and dark photon coupling αd = α in the estimate.
For GeV-scale (mηd , Λd ) and  ∼ 10−2 , the size of τηd can be easily above 100 sec if mZd
is few times heavier than mηd . Such a decay is tightly constrained by the BBN bounds.
Depending on the ultraviolet completion model, it is also possible to make the pseudo-scalar
a DM particle [40], and the lifetime bound in this case comes from requiring Ωηd < ΩDM .
Different from the pseudo-scalar meson, the vector bound state ωd has a much faster
decay into SM fermions via a single off-shell Zd , which is the dominant process to release
the dark hadron energy into SM. We take the following lifetime expression for ωd decaying
into SM fermions based on the estimation in ref. [38] assuming mqd  Λd



2 

10 GeV 3  mZd 4 10−3
1 GeV 2
cτωd ≈ 30 cm
.
(3.3)
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Figure 4. BBN bounds on the photon portal scenario with two choices of mηd and (mωd /mηd )
ratio. We consider scenarios with mqd > Λd . The pink (yellow) regions give the allowed dark photon
mass and mixing from the BBN constraints if Zd decays dominantly into SM hadrons (leptons). As
a reference, the dashed purple line corresponds to the parameters when the ηd abundance equals the
observed DM abundance before it decays. The gray shaded region is the parameter space excluded
by the current electroweak precision test data. Blue (gray) curves give lifetimes of ωd (ηd ) from the
estimates in eq. (3.3), (3.2). Notice that the range of mZd values are different between the upper
and lower plots.

all the BBN covered regions are above the Ωηd = ΩDM lines (dashed-purple) unless ηd
decays within 100 sec as in the lower right plot. Since the BBN bounds constrain the
energy density of ηd , the heavier mηd in the lower plots get tighter constraints comparing
to the cτωd values. Most of the allowed parameter space requires cτωd < 1 m, and having a
larger (mωd /mηd ) ratio gets even stronger bounds. Once being produced at colliders, the
long-lived ωd needs to have a fast enough decay inside particle detectors.
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The Zd we consider decays dominantly into dark hadrons, and dark photon constraints
that require visible Zd decays do not apply. However, once we produce Zd or dark quarks
in a collider experiment, ωd can be formed and generate long-lived particle signatures. In
section 4, we discuss an example of the ωd signature from the exotic Z boson decay and
show how does the BBN constraint narrow down the parameter space for collider searches.

3.2

Higgs portal scenario

where h and v are the SM Higgs boson and its vacuum expectation value (VEV). f can
be considered as a dark Higgs VEV, and the mixing coupling exists, e.g., in the Twin
Higgs model [1, 3] that solves the little hierarchy problem. We assume the CP-symmetry
is unbroken in the hidden sector. Since the Higgs portal coupling connects CP even states,
the pseudo-scalar meson ηd does not decay into SM particles through this coupling. Being
the lightest state of dark hadrons, ηd becomes a DM component and has its relic abundance
constrained by the observed ΩDM h2 .
For the mass and coupling we consider, the annihilation process ηd ηd → SM particles
through the Higgs portal coupling is inefficient to obtain Ωηd < ΩDM . When focusing on
GeV-scale mesons, the 3 → 2 annihilation of ηd is also too slow to lower the ηd abundance [10]. We therefore have to rely on the ηd conversion into heavier hadrons to suppress
the relic abundance. Depending on the mass splitting to ηd , the heavier hadron φh can be
e 0++ . The conversion and the decay
either be the scalar meson χd or the scalar glueball G
we consider are
e 0++ G
e 0++ ,
± 2h : ηd ηd ↔ χd χd or G

e 0++ → f f¯ in SM.
χd or G

(3.6)

Due to the parity conservation, the ±h process discussed in section 2 requires the participation of other mesons such as ηd ηd ↔ χd ωd . Unless ωd is much lighter than χd , this
additional process is not more efficient than the ±2h process we consider. We therefore
e 0++ . When
only include the ±2h process and estimate the lifetime bounds on χd or G
solving Boltzmann equations, we take Yηd = Yχd or YGe as the initial condition at high
temperature. To simplify the discussion, we assume following relations between (Λ d , f )
and dark particle masses
mχd ≡ 2(mqd + Λd ),

yd
mqd = √ f,
2

mGe

0++

= 6.9 Λd .

(3.7)

The choice of mχd is motivated by the SM χc (cc̄) mass, and the glueball mass comes from
the lattice calculation in a pure Yang-Mills theory [37].
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We consider scenarios where dark quarks only couple to SM particles through a Higgs
portal coupling
yd v
LDark ⊃ − √
h q̄d qd ,
(3.5)
2f
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Figure 5. Left: constraints on the scalar meson lifetime in the Higgs portal scenario derived by
requiring Ωηd < ΩDM . The light and dark blue regions both extend to mχd = 35 GeV before
χd becomes heavier than the scalar glueball. Right: constraints on the glueball lifetime assuming
mGe ++ < mχd . The dark blue region is laid on top of the light blue region. The mass relation
0
eq. (3.7) is assumed in these plots.

If mχd  mGe ++ , the heavier meson to consider in eq. (3.6) is χd . We use the lifetime
0
estimated in ref. [38]

cτχd ≈ 4.8
cτχd

mb
mq d

4 

f
1 TeV

4 

5 GeV
Λd

3
(mqd ≥ Λd )

(3.8)


 
4 
 

mb 2
f
5 GeV 5 mχd −2
≈ 9.0
cm, (mqd < Λd )
mq d
1 TeV
Λd
2Λd

(3.9)

cm,

and the hadronic conversion cross section hσ±2h vi = Λ−2
d in the Boltzmann equations. As
discussed in the end of section 2, the lifetime constraint is quite insensitive to hσ±2h vi.
We show an example of the χd lifetime bound in figure 5 (left) by assuming Λd = 5 GeV.
When the mass difference between ηd and χd is larger than 0.5Λd , the observed ΩDM h2
value requires cτχd ≤ 10 cm. ηd can also be the dominant DM component when cτχd is
close to this lifetime bound.
If mGe ++ < mχd , the heavier meson to consider in eq. (3.6) is the scalar glueball. We
0
use the glueball lifetime derived in ref. [3] for the Fraternal Twin Higgs model to solve the
ηd abundance

2
3.06 α̂s m3G̃ v
0++
ΓGe ++ →SM =
ΓSM
(3.10)
h (mG̃0++ ) ,
0
24π 2 f 2 (m2h − m2G̃ )
0++

where ΓSM
is the SM higgs decay width when mh = mG̃ ++ . The evaluated benchmark
h
0
glueball lifetime at m0  2mb gives

cτGe

0++ →SM

≈ 0.28

f
1 TeV
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which is also consistent with [38]. The expression is derived by assuming the existence of
another heavy dark quark, like the twin-top, which carries a dark yukawa coupling with the
same size of the SM top yukawa coupling. The heavy quark generates a dark gluon-fusion
coupling between dark gluons and the dark Higgs, and the scalar glueball decays through
e 0++ lifetime bound is
the gluon-fusion coupling and the Higgs mixing. An example of the G
2
shown in figure 5 (right). The observed ΩDM h value requires cτGe ++ . 1 cm for the mass
0
splittings we assume. These cosmological constraints set upper bounds on the mediation
scale f and lower bounds on the dark confinement scale Λd .

Application to the long-lived particle searches

Here we study the probability of having LLP signatures inside particle detectors based
on the cosmological bounds obtained in the previous section. There are several ways to
produce dark hadrons at the LHC, and each production mode gives different boost factor
distribution to the LLPs. Since the dark hadron boost determines the translation between
the lifetime constraint and dark hadron’s decay length in the lab-frame, we have to study
the decay probability under different assumptions of hadron production mechanisms.
To show the importance of the cosmological upper bounds on dark hadron lifetimes,
we focus on collider searches using two smaller volume detectors
• LHCb VELO: consider both the pre- and post-module searches that require the LLPs
decay within 0.1–22 mm distance in the transverse direction with rapidity range η ∈
[2, 5] [52].
• ATLAS/CMS inner detector: we take a simplified assumption by requiring LLPs to
decay within 1–30 cm in the transverse direction with rapidity range |η| < 3.
There are good motivations to use these tracker detectors for the LLP search. With a low
pT triggering requirement and excellent particle identification ability, the LHCb detector
is good at looking for light and soft LLPs [19]. The tracking information from the VELO
detector is essential to reconstruct the decay location and veto hadronic backgrounds, and
this is why most LHCb LLP searches have their best sensitivity for a O(1) cm scale decay
length [28, 53, 54]. Having inner detector information in ATLAS/CMS searches helps to
reconstruct displaced decay signals [30, 31, 55–58]. The number of charged tracks from a
hadronic LLP decay is also useful to distinguish the signal from QCD backgrounds. For
the displaced muon search that is useful for probing LLPs in the photon portal scenario,
the tracking information is required to identify muons and measure muon energy.
We consider three types of dark hadron productions. For the photon portal scenario,
we consider dark hadron produced from the Z boson decay (Z → ωd ηd ), and the direct
production and decay of dark photon (Zd → ωd ηd ). For the Higgs portal scenario, we
e 0++ ). When calcuconsider dark hadron production from a Higgs decay (h → 2χd or 2G
lating the decay length, we include the boost distribution of dark hadrons obtained from
MadGraph5 [59] simulations. In these studies we assume the energy cuts required in real
searches do not change the boost distribution significantly. This is a valid assumption when
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Figure 6. Comparisons between detector size and BBN bounds on the ωd lifetime. We consider a
14 TeV search of exotic Z decay into ωd +MET, and ωd has a displaced decay into µµ. The BBN
bounds (red and yellow curves) favor the upper left region of the parameter space, which allows quick
ωd decays to suppress ηd density. The green (gray) shaded region corresponds to the parameter
space of having > 10% probability for ωd to decay inside the LHCb VELO (ATLAS/CMS inner
detector), with the approximated detector geometries assumed in the beginning of section 4. The
decay probability takes into account the boost factor and angular distribution of ωd obtained from
MadGraph5 simulations. Two blue curves cτ (ωd ) = 1 and 7 m roughly correspond to the distance
from the primary vertex to the ECAL and muon chamber in ATLAS/CMS. We show contours of
BR(Z → qd q̄d ) assuming dark photon coupling αd = α.

considering existing searches from Higgs decays at ATLAS/CMS [29, 57, 58] and the LLP
searches at the LHCb [19, 52, 54], which do not require high pT final states in the searches.
We also do not consider scenarios that allow long-lived particles to be trapped inside the
detector and decay after a long time [60] and assume dark hadrons simply fly away from
the production point.
4.1

Vector meson decay in the photon mixing scenario

The kinetic mixing in eq. (3.1) introduces a coupling between the SM Z and dark quarks,
which makes Zdµ → Zdµ + θZ Z µ after redefining gauge bosons by shifting away the kinetic
mixing. The mixing angle is written as [61]
θZ '

 tan θW m2Z
,
m2Z − m2Zd

(4.1)

and θW is the weak mixing angle.
The mixing turns on the decay Z → qd q̄d , and we show the decay branching ratio in
black curves of figure 6 by assuming dark quarks coupling to dark photon with αd = α.
Once dark quarks are produced, they form dark hadron final states including Z → ωd ηd
through the dark hadronization process. Since ηd is much longer-lived, the event contains
missing energy plus a displaced decay of ωd into SM fermions. The kinetic mixing gives
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ωd an O(0.1) branching ratio to decay into muons, and the displaced muon signals that
generate tracks inside the LHCb VELO or ATLAS/CMS tracker give clean LLP signatures.
In figure 6, we show two examples of the dark meson spectrum and mark the Zd
mass and coupling that make ωd decay inside the VELO or tracker detectors. The green
(gray) shaded region correspond to having ≥ 10% probability for ωd to decay in the preor post-module LHCb search region (tracker search region). These decay regions should
be compared to the parameter space above the pink (yellow) curve that satisfies the BBN
constraints if ηd decays hadronically (leptonically). For the parameters used in the left
panel, where the dark hadron mass gap is small compared to their masses, the cosmological
arguments are less restrictive, and the decay length can be comparable to the size of muon
spectrometer in ATLAS/CMS (∼ 4–10 m). For the benchmark shown in the right panel,
the BBN bound requires cτ (ωd ) . 1 cm, and most of the decays show up in the VELO and
other inner detectors.
Since ωd has a good chance to decay inside the LHCb VELO, we can estimate the size
of BR(Z → qd q̄d ) that can be probed in the near future. LHCb is going to produce ≈ 8×108
Z’s with 15 fb−1 of data [62]. After taking into account the 10% decay probability for the
VELO detector (green region) and ∼ 50% reconstruction efficiency of a displaced muon
pair [52] times an additional 15% branching ratio of ωd → µµ, we can cover the Z → qd q̄d
branching ratio down to ∼ 10−6 (2σ) from the LHCb search. The estimate assumes this
Z decay to always produce an ωd in the final state, and there are ∼ 10 backgrounds per
ωd mass bin in the search. The choice of the number of background is motivated by the
estimate in ref. [52] that discusses the displaced muon search from dark photon decays.
This branching ratio region does exist in the upper left corner of the plots in figure 6,
which satisfies the BBN constraint with a GeV scale ηd -ωd splitting and have ωd → µµ
inside the VELO search region. For a given Zd mass, the BBN constraint also sets a lower
bound on  that is complementary to the collider bound for a larger mixing.
For the search at ATLAS/CMS, we can estimate the future sensitivity of BR(Z → qd q̄d )
based on an existing ATLAS search [57]. The search has a collimated di-muon trigger
(∆Rµµ < 0.5) with relatively low muon energy requirement (pT > 15 and 20 GeV) and
therefore has a good chance of picking up the ωd signal. The efficiency of selecting a
displaced di-muon vertex is much higher when the transverse impact parameter of the
muons is between 10 to 50 cm. This overlaps with the gray region (1–30 cm) in figure 6.
Using the result in ref. [57] for the h → Zd Zd search that reconstructs one of the displaced
Zd → µ+ µ− decays, we rescale their best cross section bound for 20 GeV Zd with cτZd =
10 cm by the Z production rate, and the expected BR(Z → qd q̄d ) bound is ∼ 10−7 (2σ)
with 300 fb−1 of data. The 10 cm decay length is less preferred by the BBN constraint in
figure 6 for a GeV scale meson splitting (like the gray region in figure 6 right), but the
signal can exist for a more degenerate meson spectrum (gray region in figure 6 left).
Besides the Z decay, we can also produce ωd ’s through the direct Zd production from
SM quarks. In figure 7, we show the production cross section of Zd (black curves) and the
green-/gray-filled regions with the same definition in figure 6. Since Zd dominantly decays
into dark hadrons that generate missing energy or LLP signatures, most of the dark photon
constraints obtained by looking at prompt and visible Zd decays do not apply [63–65]. The
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Figure 7. Similar to figure 6 but with a different ωd production process, pp → Zd → ωd +MET.
The BBN bounds favor the parameter space in the upper left corner, which gives the right decay
length and larger Zd production for the LHCb and ATLAS/CMS searches using tracker detectors.
We do not show the dark meson production near the Z peak (hatched region).

search of displaced Zd decay, such as [66, 67], also have not covered the ωd mass and
lifetime we consider. However, since the BBN constraints require & 100 fb production of
long-lived ωd ’s that decay inside the VELO and the inner detectors, future improvements
on the displaced Zd search may cover the parameter space that is complementary to the
BBN bounds.6
4.2

Scalar hadron decay in the Higgs portal scenario

For the Higgs portal scenario, we focus on LLP signals from the Higgs boson decay into
e 0++ . Although it is possible to get final states with
two scalar hadrons, either 2χd or 2G
higher multiplicity from the hidden QCD process, we first focus on the simplest case by
assuming 1 → 2 decays. We comment on the dark shower signals that contain multiple
final state particles in the next sub-section. The decay of O(1−10) GeV scalar hadrons is
mainly into SM quarks through the Higgs portal coupling, and the collider signatures can
be displaced jets or hadrons.
In figure 8, we show the parameter space for having more than 10% decay probability
for the scalar hadrons to show up in the pre-/post-module LHCb search (green) or the inner
detector search from ATLAS/CMS (gray) defined earlier in this section. In these plots,
the larger confinement scale or heavier mχd in the glueball or meson case corresponds to
faster scalar hadron decays. Constraints from requiring Ωηd < ΩDM prefers the parameter
space in right side of the light-/dark-blue curves, and the location of DM density bound
depends on the mass splitting between dark hadrons. When plotting the bounds, we keep
the micro-physics parameters that determine the hadron mass splittings implicit, and the
6

See, e.g., [19, 68] for the projection of future LHCb/ATLAS/CMS bounds on heavy resonances decaying
into LLPs that decay leptonically.
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Figure 8. Comparisons between detector size and the ΩDM h2 bound on scalar hadron lifetimes.
e 0++ (right), and the scalar
We consider a 14 TeV search of exotic Higgs decay into 2χd (left) or 2G
hadrons decays into SM quarks through a Higgs portal coupling. The BBN bounds (light- and darkblue curves) favor the parameter space on the right, which allows quick enough scalar hadron decays
to suppress ηd density. The green (gray) shaded region corresponds to the parameter space of having
> 10% probability for the scalar hadrons to decay inside the LHCb VELO (ATLAS/CMS inner
detector), with the approximated detector geometries assumed in the beginning of section 4. The
decay probability takes into account the boost factor and angular distribution of ωd obtained from
MadGraph5 simulations. Two orange curves cτ (ωd ) = 1 and 7 m roughly correspond to the distance
from the primary vertex to the ECAL and muon chamber in ATLAS/CMS. We show contours of
e 0++ ) is
BR(h → 2χd ) by assuming a 10% chance of producing 2χd from qd q̄d . The BR(h → 2G
e
estimated by assuming all the Higgs decay into dark gluons form 2G0++ , and the decay into qd q̄d
only gives missing energy.

cosmological bound is insensitive to those details. In the χd plot, we take the mass and
e 0++ plot, each
lifetime assumptions in section 3.2 when calculating the bounds. In the G
of the parameter point has a corresponding range of yd that gives the mass hierarchy
mηd < mGe ++ < mχd so the glueball plays a major role in the annihilation/decay process.
0
Once being produced at colliders, the scalar hadrons prefer to decay inside the LHCb
VELO and ATLAS/CMS inner detectors according to the cosmological bounds from the
light-/dark-blue curves.
To get an idea of the experimental coverage of the parameter space, we estimate the
size of Higgs decay branching ratio into scalar hadrons and compare the result to bounds
from LLP searches. However, since the result depends on details of the dark quarks, we
need to make some assumptions of hidden particles when showing the branching ratio. In
the χd scenario, we assume the dominant exotic decay channel of Higgs is into dark quarks.
We follow the same mχd ,qd assumption in eq. (3.7) and choose the dark confinement scale
Λd = 5 GeV in the calculation. The Higgs mixing introduces the h → qd q̄d decay, and the
decay branching ratio is estimated as


mqd v 2 2
Γh→2χd ≈ A
Γh→bb (SM),
(4.2)
mb f 2
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10-3

800

where A can be an O(0.1) factor for forming χd ’s among all the dark hadrons. In figure 8
(left) we show the branching ratios by taking A = 0.1.
In the glueball scenario, we assume SM Higgs has exotic decays dominantly into a pair
e 0++ ,
of qd ’s or a pair of dark gluons. We assume the decay into dark gluons always gives 2 G
and the decay into dark quarks always form ηd ’s that show up as missing energy. The
partial widths into scalar glueballs can be estimated as [3]


α̂s v 2 2
Γh→2Ge ≈
Γh→gg (SM).
(4.3)
αs f 2

4.3

Dark shower signals

Here we comment on the dark shower process that produces LLPs with high multiplicity. In
a confining hidden valley model, the showering and hadronization process from dark QCD
is likely to generate more than two dark hadrons, and many phenomenological studies
have been proposed to look for these signals with multiple displaced vertices and softer
final state particles [15, 19, 70, 71]. Similar to the SM QCD, a reasonable dark showering
process should generate an energy distribution of dark hadrons that peaks at the infrared.
This means no matter what kind of resonance decay used for generating dark showers,
there is always a significant fraction of dark hadrons having small boost. Therefore, the
proper lifetime bounds we derived using BBN and ΩDM h2 can be easily applied to dark
shower signals. Moreover, the requirement of cτ . 1 m from the cosmological bounds
means a dark shower event is likely to contain multiple displaced decays inside the LHCb
and ATLAS/CMS searches. This motivates the search of using more displaced vertices in
one event to veto the background.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we study the thermal history of O(1 − 10) GeV scale dark hadrons in a
confining hidden valley model, in which the lightest dark meson has a slow decay that can
violate the BBN or DM density constraints. As we show, in order to satisfy the cosmological
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αˆs and αs are the gluon couplings in the dark and SM sectors at the Higgs mass scale, and
we follow the same assumption of glueball coupling in section 3.2. We calculate BR(h →
e 0++ ) using the partial width and show the result in figure 8 (right).
2G
The existing CMS search on displaced jets signatures [30] using 36 fb−1 of data has its
best 2σ constraint on 50 GeV LLP production down to ≈ 20 fb when cτ ≈ 1 cm. When
applying the result to LLPs from Higgs decay, the search is already sensitive to Higgs BR∼
10−3 . This covers part of the parameter space in figure 8 that satisfies the cosmological
bound for a GeV-scale mass splitting, and the bound will be improved when having more
data. However, ref. [30] does not show results with the lighter LLP mass we consider, and
the bound can be weaker due to the larger multi-jet backgrounds for lower energy signals.
According to the projection in [69] assuming 300 fb−1 of data, the LHCb search may probe
the Higgs branching ratio down to 10−3 level if the LLP has ≈ 50 GeV mass and decay
length cτ ≈ 1 mm. This covers the parameter space satisfying the cosmological bound with
> 5 GeV mass splitting.
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bounds, one of the heavier dark hadrons need to decay into SM particles within ∼ 10−8 sec
lifetime. This cosmological constraint does not only motivate the LLP search using meterscale size detectors, but also suggests lower bounds on the dark hadron production that
are complementary to collider constraints.
We explain the idea using two CHV scenarios: one with a photon portal coupling,
and one with a Higgs portal coupling between the SM and dark particles. In the photon
portal scenario, we show that the BBN constraint suggests the dark vector meson to have
a good chance to be seen at the LHCb and ATLAS/CMS from the exotic Z-decay, and the
produced vector meson ωd mainly decays inside the LHCb VELO and the ATLAS/CMS
inner detectors. In the Higgs portal scenario, the lightest meson ηd can obtain a DM
density from the conversion/decay process, and the observed ΩDM requires the lightest
e 0++ ) to have . 10 cm scale proper decay length for GeV-scale
scalar hadron (χd or G
hadrons. Similar to the photon portal scenario, the DM density constraint also suggests a
sizable scalar hadron production from the Higgs decay, and the produced scalar hadrons
are likely to decay inside the VELO and the inner detectors. The same study can be
applied to LLP searches at proposed future detectors [22–26], and their different coverage
of LLP’s decay length is complementary to the cosmological bounds with different hadron
mass splittings.
Although the lifetime bounds we show only assume O(0.1 − 1) GeV mass splittings between dark hadrons, the same numerical analysis can be applied to different CHV scenarios
even outside of this mass range. For some well-motivated scenarios such the Twin Higgs
model, we have better defined hidden sector parameters and can estimate the twin meson
masses and lifetimes for studying the cosmological constraint [38]. Besides numerically solving the Boltzmann equations, the analytical approximation using eqs. (2.7), (2.8), (2.14)
also gives an idea of the lightest meson abundance before its later decay. The result can
be translated into the lifetime constraint after comparing to the BBN and Ω DM h2 bounds.
Another assumption we make in the study is that ηd cannot simply decay into dark
radiation to avoid cosmological bounds. This assumption is easily realized in the Higgs
portal scenario since the CP odd ηd cannot decay in SM particles through the Higgs coupling. In the photon portal scenario, however, ηd may decay quickly into dark photons if
the process is kinematically allowed. For example, the cosmological bound is much weaker
if the dark photon mass is between 10 MeV. mZd < 12 mηd , so ηd → 2Zd (e+ e− ) can easily
happen before the BBN. For an even lighter Zd , since it cannot decay into electrons directly, we may still obtain useful bounds on the hadron lifetime if the much slower decay
Zd → 3γ injects energy to the thermal bath and violates the BBN and CMB bounds. We
leave the possibility for future study. If the dark photon is massless, ηd can quickly decay
into dark photons to avoid the BBN bounds as long as the dark sector is colder than the
SM sector and produces ∆Neff . 0.4 [72]. However, the near future CMB S-4 experiments
can probe ∆Neff & 0.02 [73], and the null result will rule out this massless dark photon
scenario unless a severe asymmetric reheating between the SM and dark sector happens
after the two sectors decouple [48, 74, 75].
The general possibility of having a hidden sector that contains non-trivial forces and
particle content has drawn considerable interest recently, due to its potential in providing

solutions to physics puzzles and generating exotic collider and cosmological signatures.
Our work provides an example of combining the collider and cosmological data, which
usually correspond to physics in very different energy and time scales, to fully explore the
parameter space of CHV sectors based on their unique thermal histories.
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